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Correspondence and Clippings, 1974-1977 
 
1.1 Contains information on the Executive Directors, Leslie A. Cole and 
Dr. Freeman K. Stewart. Information regarding the foundation is included 
in this file, as well as clippings and responses regarding this new 
foundation. Economics education is cited as one of the most neglected 
topics in Canada, 1974-1975 
 
1.2 Leslie A. Cole speaks at various functions. J. Harvey Perry becomes the 
president replacing Dr. Stewart of the Canadian Foundation for Economic 
Education and he stresses the need for public awareness of economic 
issues, 1976 
 
1.3 Miss Libby Joyce is appointed as economist for the foundation, 1977 
 
Press Releases, 1975-1977 
 
1.4 This file contains an address by Dr. Freeman K. Stewart to the Ottawa 
Rotary Club and an address by Leslie A. Cole to the Saskatchewan 
Chamber of Commerce. Geoffrey Holt is appointed as an economist for the 
foundation, 1975 
 
1.5 The foundation is co-sponsoring the 5th annual conference on Pre-
University Education in Economics. A unique co-operative classroom 
geared for 9-11 year olds is aimed at increasing student knowledge of 
economics at an early age. J. Harvey Perry of Toronto is elected president 
of the Canadian Foundation for Economic Education, 1976 
 
1.6 This file includes an address to the Rotary Club of Oshawa by John 
Perigoe, Acting Director of the Canadian Foundation for Economic 
Education and notes for an address by J. Harvey Perry to the Rotary Club 
of Port Arthur. There are plans for the 6th annual conference on Pre-
University Education in Economics. J. Harvey Perry addresses the 
Montreal Canadian Club with a speech entitled Economics – No Need for 
Mystery, 1977 
 
Publications and Flyers, 1976-1977, n.d. 
 
1.7 Items include: Trade Offs: Learning Materials to Help Children Cope 
with their Economic World flyer; Government and the Economy booklet; 
Understanding Canada’s International Trade Policy; Objectives, Policies 
and Programs; Rapport; Understanding Unemployment and 2 annual 
reports of the Canadian Foundation for Economic Education, 1976-1977, 
n.d.  
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Description / 
Condition: 
 
7 cm.  (1/4box) containing correspondence, clippings and promotional 
material 
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Biographical 
Sketch  
 
The Canadian Foundation for Economic Education was created with the 
idea that Canadians would be better able to assess public issues if they 
knew more about the economic factors involved. This is a federally 
chartered, non-political and non-profit organization which began operations 
in June of 1974. The national headquarters were set up in Toronto, Ontario 
with Provincial Councils in other parts of the country. This foundation 
works primarily through schools and colleges by encouraging teachers to 
use effective teaching materials. They also provide free, non-commercial 
programs and programs to assist newcomers to Canada. The foundation 
also works internationally with organizations in Paris, Amsterdam and 
Asia. 
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This collection is part of the Ontario Editorial Bureau fonds, donated by 
Lou Cahill in November 1997. 
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